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Praise for Reflections of a Wine Merchant“Who wouldn’t envy Neal Rosenthal? . . . Mr. Rosenthal
knew practically nothing about wine, but he had a good nose and ample joie de vivre. He soon
built a thriving business—Rosenthal Wine Merchant—and along the way enjoyed quite the
adventure . . . Mr. Rosenthal spends much of Reflections of a Wine Merchant recalling how he
dashed around picturesque Italian and French villages and discovered outstanding but obscure
local winemakers. And how, over servings of polenta and coq au vin, he struck deals to import
their wines . . . More than just a nostalgic remembrance of his career, [Mr. Rosenthal’s book is]
also a scathing indictment of how globalization has changed—make that devastated—the wine
industry. Mr. Rosenthal adores wines made with Old World techniques that have aged to subtle
perfection—wines he spent a career importing. ‘There is a real magic at work when a man gets
so deeply involved with his grapes,’ Mr. Rosenthal writes. ‘His soul seeps into the wine.’ ”—Eric
Wills, The Washington Times“There have been many books about wine, but rarely one as
absorbing and as wise as this one. Rosenthal tells of his travels in France and Italy, of his
friendships with wine growers, and of his own growing understanding of this ancient business
that combines both art and commerce. He writes so well, one can taste the wines he loves.”—
Charles Simic, U.S. Poet Laureate“Neal Rosenthal is a source of the kind of wines that I have
always looked for, wines that speak to me not of marketing trends but of the places where they
were grown and the people who made them. Whether rustic or elegant, Neal’s wines are wines
of character, of taste. His lively book, which displays the spunky personality of the author, shines
light on how character and taste may be bred into wine.”—Victor Hazan, author of Italian
Wine“The experience of wine is habitually hijacked and then ruined by, you know, that guy in the
silk tie saying embarrassing things like ‘angular yet bouncy’ while swirling his ruby fruit bomb
around in his balloon. Thankfully there is Neal Rosenthal, who understands wine as the
agricultural labor it is. For me, the outstanding pleasure of this book was to be for several hours
immersed in the company of people, including the writer himself, who are dedicated to
excellence and quality throughout, even when it is not convenient, glamorous, or profitable.”—
Gabrielle Hamilton, chef and owner of Prune restaurantNEAL I. ROSENTHALReflections of a
Wine MerchantNeal I. Rosenthal was born in New York City in 1945 and was educated at
Rutgers, Columbia, and New York University. He is one of the leading exponents of the concept
of terroir—the distinct qualities of smell, flavor, and texture that a particular vineyard location can
impart to a wine. He lives with his wife and partner, Kerry Madigan, on a fifty-seven-acre
farmstead in Pine Plains, New York, where they conduct the business of their importing
company, Rosenthal Wine Merchant, and also produce eggs, buckwheat honey, and a variety of
fruits and vegetables from their organically cultivated land.REFLECTIONS OF AWINE
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the United States of AmericaPublished in 2008 by Farrar, Straus and GirouxFirst paperback
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AWINE MERCHANTONETERROIRI admit to a firmly held prejudice. I have a distinct preference
for the traditional wines of western Europe and a matching skepticism about most of the wines
produced in the New World as well as for those wines made in the Old World that seek to imitate
the characteristics of their New World brethren. My perspective, once so common in the wine
trade, is now shared by a small, probably aging, minority of wine merchants. Nevertheless, I am
content with my choices.When I first stumbled into the wine business in late 1977, learning
about wine was essentially a series of geography lessons. The market for wine, small as it was at
that time in the United States, consisted almost exclusively of the wines of western Europe, with
a smattering of wines, mostly of rank commercial quality, from a few other grape-growing regions
such as the vast central valley of California, where volume rather than quality was paramount. It
was a given that the finest of wines came from the Moselle and the Rhine in Germany; from
Bordeaux, Burgundy, and the Loire and Rhône valleys of France; from Piedmont and Tuscany in
Italy; and on the Iberian peninsula, from the Rioja in Spain and the Porto district in Portugal.
There were hints of possible worthy competitors elsewhere, but the game was to be played on
the European fields.The romance of European wine was, for me, like the experience of map
reading in which the names of far-off places stimulated the imagination. The seemingly infinite
series of villages, little communities that gave their names to the wines produced there, whether
in Italy or France or Germany or Spain or Portugal, created a library of potential stories. And, as I
dug into the reference works and scanned the labels on the bottles of wine and engaged in an
endless series of tastings, it became clear to me that a wine was a creature of its geographical
origin; for if it were not, then there would never have been any reason for this memory-straining
list of appellations and subsets of appellations, all providing with greater and greater specificity
the details of a wine’s birthplace.In many ways, that era was a simpler time. There were perhaps
a handful or two of American importers of the finest wines; harvest time occurred from mid-
September through early autumn, sometimes extending into November or perhaps December
for the curious eisweins of Germany; everyone knew the names of the great growths of
Bordeaux and the group of powerful family firms in Burgundy or the Rhône or Tuscany that



controlled much of the production in those regions; and there was usually a retailer or two in
each major American city who had branched out beyond the sale of spirits to embrace the
snobbish trade in fine wines. This was the world of wine in the States at the moment of my
almost inexplicable immersion in the commerce of wine.Much has changed since the late
1970s. There has been, in the intervening years, an explosion of interest in both the making and
the consumption of wine. Vineyards have proliferated in places where the grapevine never
existed before or where European influence may have placed only an occasional grapevine to
maintain a cultural habit. There are vast tracts covered with the vine throughout the west coast of
the United States, from Washington State through Oregon and on through much of California.
The valleys of Chile produce massive quantities of wine, as do the plains of Australia. There are
vineyards to be found almost everywhere now, including China and India. We are awash in wine
and there are, as a result, armies of wine merchants plying this new-growth industry. Harvest
now occurs in February and March in the southern hemisphere, and six to eight months later in
the north. Our understanding of vintage quality is a more difficult feat to master. The wine market
is a veritable souk with a different set of rules—or perhaps with no rules at all.To simplify this
jumble of wines and places and traders, initiates now more often start by reading about, or
hearing, the litany of grape varieties. The list is a short one, certainly when compared to the large
number of wine appellations that have been recognized and authorized. This approach makes
comparable, and comprehensible as well, an Australian Chardonnay, a Chardonnay from
Meursault in Burgundy, and a Chardonnay vinted in Sonoma County, California. The geography
of wine, the standard with which I grew up, becomes submerged in, and perhaps even
obliterated by, this simplified approach to wine.This is more than unfortunate; it is blasphemy.
Learning of chardonnay, pinot noir, syrah, and the other grape varieties is an exercise in botany.
It is interesting, but it doesn’t become compelling until the vine is married to the place where it
can flourish. More important, it is a list that, for me, lacks the drama and the history of the rules of
geography upon which I built my love of wine. To contemplate the reasons why a wine made
from the chardonnay grape planted on a particular hillside in the Côte d’Or of Burgundy differs
so markedly not only from its kin harvested on a slope in Australia thousands of miles and a
hemisphere away but also from its sister wine made from grapes harvested by the same grower
just meters away is to begin to grasp the logic of the phenomenon known as terroir. The concept
that the particulars of a zone—the combination of soil, climate, grape type, and, perhaps, human
history—are responsible for producing very special characteristics that are unique to a quite
specific spot turns the consumption and the study of wine, as well as the commerce in it, into
more fascinating and ultimately more satisfying activities. It also reveals the truth about wine and
anchors us to a respect for the natural world that is fundamental to our well-being. The most
satisfying of wines reveal their characters slurp by slurp as they speak of their origins and their
traditions. The best of wines always proudly tell you from where they come.There are isolated
voices in the wine trade that decry the existence of terroir, yet, by and large, the wine community
not only believes in the concept but considers it fundamental. That is why, for example, in those



areas where growing grapes for the purpose of making wine is relatively new, there is an
ongoing search to define places that appear to produce wine of special character. Regard, for
example, the decades-long and still incomplete process of delineating territories in northern
California, first separating Sonoma as an appellation from Napa and further refining Napa to
carve out the Stag’s Leap and Mayacamas Mountains and Rutherford Bench areas, just to name
a few. All of this is based upon the rational European ideal that finds its most complex expression
in the rigorous appellation laws that not only define special geographical areas known after
centuries of farming to be the source of special vinous habitat but also control what grapes get
planted where and often even in what proportions. Despite the modern notion that man can
create miracles given enough money and time and expertise, and despite the extravagant praise
thrown at wines that appear on the scene without a scintilla of heritage, to truly understand the
hierarchy of wine we must reference the trinity of soil, climate, and grape that is canonized in
rules established by the Europeans.It is that set of standards that has disciplined my efforts over
a thirty-year career as a wine merchant. My selections as a wine merchant are grounded entirely
on my understanding of those rules, and I marry that discipline to my personal tastes to
assemble a portfolio of wines to present to the public. I am comfortable within this world of wine.
My tastes have been honed by wines bearing allegiance to these concepts, which explain the
prejudice that informs what I do.TWOTHE TESTWine appeared in my life as happenstance and I
am grateful for its presence. It has given muscle and intellect to my senses; it has invaded my
thoughts much as a benign bacterium settles into milk to create pungent cheese. It is a subtle
process, this immersion in wine, particularly when done according to the European rules of
engagement. The proper study of wine requires both physical and mental skills, an ability to
taste and distinguish among many wines, and a vast memory that facilitates the making of
comparisons between vintages and among appellations. But a true wine merchant brings a set
of gustatory standards to this practice as well, and he applies those preferences when selecting
wines to present to the public. A good wine merchant acts as an editor for the public, presenting
wines that reflect one individual’s notion of what is good and bad—or at least not as good. As a
wine merchant, I buy according to my preferences and I never buy for some imagined public
taste. I exercise a belief system. The commerce follows from that.When I was a novice in the
trade, the most talked-about wines were the great growths of Bordeaux. Everyone knew the
details of the 1855 classification system, which estates were at what level, the tale of how
Mouton-Rothschild managed to crack the barrier to join Latour and Lafite and Margaux and
Haut-Brion as primus inter pares. Prestige was garnered by the ability to recount the times one
tasted the ’47 Cheval Blanc and other legendary wines of Bordeaux. But for all the glamour that
attached to these wines from the Médoc and Saint Emilion and Pomerol, the mysteries of
Burgundy, that part of eastern France lying between Auxerre to the north and Lyons to the south,
were seen as the ultimate challenge, and to master Burgundy was to have reached the pinnacle
of the trade. It seems to me that Burgundy remains the grand attraction even today. Amid all the
moaning about the uneven quality of Burgundy, about the lack of value to be found, about the



difficulty of remembering the vast array of place names that can appear on the label of a wine
from that region, there is not a wine merchant, nor I think a savvy and wise wine drinker, who is
not awestruck by the evanescence of fine Burgundy. I would go even further, to say that there is
an almost palpable scent of jealousy and of unrequited desire somewhere in the psyches of
those who trade in, or collect, other wines but long to indulge in Burgundy.I loved Burgundy, both
red and white, from the outset. I was bewitched by its complications, both in its nuanced
geographical underpinnings and its difficult-to-pin-down essence. The flavors and certainly the
incandescent aromas, the very poetry of Burgundy, all provide enough reason to grant it
preeminence, but it wasn’t until I actually became engaged in the business of Burgundy that I
understood the complete truth of its seduction.There is a battleground to cross to enter the
realm of Burgundy. To understand its complexities, the ethereal interplay between soil, grape,
and climate, requires immense dedication. It is also a costly game to play since the scarcity of
many of the wines begets high prices and the fickleness of the marketplace makes commerce
less than reliable. To facilitate the trade in Burgundy, there is a bevy of négociants in Burgundy
who issue wines that they have blended under the name of each appellation. Wine merchants
who deal with négociants, or consumers who buy wines that bear the label of the négociant,
eliminate the necessity of having to sort through the maze of wines that are produced in often
minuscule quantities. For many years, certainly at the time of my entry into the business, the
wines of the négociants completely dominated the trade in Burgundy.Early on, I became fixated
on this notion of terroir, and the logic of the terroir argument led me to conclude that the only way
to properly secure wines that spoke truly of their origins was to buy from the person who actually
grew the grapes. It struck me that the purity of a wine was compromised when wines from
several sources were mixed together. That was the work of the négociant. So I set out to deal in
what are known to the trade as “estate-bottled wines,” wines produced by the person who tends
the vineyard, harvests the grapes, then makes and bottles the wine. A négociant may in fact own
its own vineyards, but more often the job of the négociant is to source wines from the growers
with small holdings who do not commercialize their wines in bottle. The négociant then blends
different batches of wine to make a “house cuvée.” It may be good, honest wine; it may even be
excellent wine; or it may be a muddled mess that doesn’t taste at all like it should. But at a
minimum it will never have the precision of an estate-bottled wine. My task was clear: ferret out
the growers whose wines appealed to me.I discovered a curious kind of anticommercialism
among the Burgundian growers that places fidelity, knowledge, and personal character before
the desire to make an economic exchange. Business in Burgundy does not always come down
to the simple proposition that you can purchase what you are willing to pay for. Burgundians
apply a certain value to their wines that is not defined simply in monetary terms. I think this
attitude comes from fairly common personal histories—most of the growers with whom I work
are second- or third- or fourth-generation farmers whose ancestors may have started out as
vineyard workers or small landholders. The domaines took form over time. Once someone
realizes that his or her family has spent multiple generations building, bit by bit, their vineyard



holdings—a row of vines here in the village appellation, a few rows more in the prestigious
premiers crus, and perhaps, if the cosmos has been well ordered and there has been a
particularly wise forefather who risked much to acquire a shred of the best land, the handful of
parcels that merit the highest denomination of grand cru, some microscopic section of this finest
of vineyards may complete the family holdings—a sense of pride forms, an arrogance perhaps,
that makes the choice of commercial companion more complicated than the mere calculation of
potential profit. This rigor, the quest for more than monetary satisfaction from the sale, is a trait
that creates the special ambience that makes Burgundy different, and challenging.I made my
first buying trip to Burgundy in January 1980. It’s hard to imagine now, when the language and
customs of the United States are ubiquitous, that there was a time when, to properly navigate
one’s way around another land, one had to cobble together the skills to converse at least
minimally in another language. My French was meager then. I had to make withdrawals from the
memory bank built on a few years of high school and college French in order to make
appointments with strangers. Despite a deficit-ridden skill set, the miracle of conversation
occurs: the awkward introductions, the mumbled brief personal history, the “why” of one’s arrival,
in effect the necessary and limited formal dialogue that must occur in order to establish the most
elemental human rapport, without which one cannot descend into the cellar and tackle the chore
of tasting. The partner in this exchange is the quintessential and fearsome Frenchman, infamous
to all who venture to France as the terrifying native whose sole goal in life is to intimidate and
embarrass the supposedly sophisticated and rich traveler who is illiterate in this beautiful
language of his. The reality, at least in my experience, is that this humble farmer silently admires
the effort made by the supplicant before him, knowing that were he to swap sides, he could not
do what has just been done. So at least temporarily, there is balance to the exchange, an
equality between seller and prospective buyer, that must exist in order to arrive at the next
stage.In 1982, I had just begun to scratch the surface of Burgundy and was in the very initial
stages of compiling our portfolio of growers. Perhaps seven or eight suppliers had already
signed on. My goal was not to dabble in Burgundy but to be a real purveyor, to represent
practically every appellation from the simplest Beaujolais to the most royal of the grands crus.
Each village was a research project with numerous growers to visit and wine upon wine to
taste.In late September of that year, I introduced myself to Gaston Barthod, president of the
syndicate of growers for the village of Chambolle-Musigny. I was on the hunt for another supplier
of these most seductive of Burgundies, the queen of the Côte de Nuits. I had developed a bit of
a network and heard news of who was doing what through conversation with my new-found
comrades. There was buzz about Barthod, although his wines had not yet made their way into
the commercial world. He had a few private clients and, like most of the growers whom I had
met, he was selling major parts of his production to the négociants.I arrived quite late in the
afternoon. It was cloudy, damp, and cold, and I had had a series of appointments throughout the
day. Barthod was the final stop. The village of Chambolle is tiny. It sits, like most of its brethren in
the most well-known communes along the Côte d’Or, on the western side of the Route Nationale



74, which runs in a north-south direction from Dijon to Chagny. These hamlets and villages take
their renown and their names from the wines that are made there. The naming tradition appends
the name of the most fabled vineyard site to the original name of the village. Thus, Chambolle-
Musigny lets the visitor know that the vineyard known as Musigny is the source of the greatest of
the wines of that village. Sometimes, when the prime vineyard site lies within two villages, one of
those population centers gets the better of the deal. For example, the Corton vineyards, the
contiguous series of plantings that make up the single grand cru site for red wine within the Côte
de Beaune section of the Côte d’Or, can be found within both Aloxe and Ladoix, two villages that
face each other across RN 74. History favored Aloxe, which is now known as Aloxe-Corton.
Ladoix, despite its ownership of a large section of the area designated Corton, takes the
moniker of Ladoix-Serrigny, not Ladoix-Corton. Serrigny is the locale of the neighborhood train
station. Clearly, the prestige lies with Aloxe, and for years Ladoix was barely acknowledged as a
source for wonderful wines.The residences in Chambolle are clustered together, as in almost
every town with vineyards in Burgundy, all the better to devote the most space to the vineyards.
A glance at these towns from the vantage point of the Route Nationale leaves the impression of
an ant hill of human interaction surrounded by the quietude of the vineyards that encircle each
hamlet. Despite its small size, the village of Chambolle has its neighborhoods with houses falling
to the left and right of a maze of passageways, many almost too narrow for modern cars to pass
through. Barthod’s home was situated at the foot of the village, one of the first homes as one
enters the town from the northerly direction. Unlike now, when there is a veritable locust storm of
tourists and wine purveyors and every village has a system of signs that at least gives a general
clue as to where each domaine is, in 1982 there was nothing to indicate Barthod’s whereabouts
and, as is usual in the small towns of France, once the sun descends nary a person wanders
about. From my brief phone conversation with Barthod when making the appointment, I had a
general idea where he was. I parked my car and peered at mail boxes until I found my quarry and
rang the bell outside the dark green metal grille gates.Gaston Barthod was a taciturn type. He
was balding. Whatever hair remained was gray and short. He was wearing what I came to
believe was his uniform: dark green denim shirt and pants. It was a military-type outfit and, in
fact, he had served in the French Army, which is what brought him to Burgundy many years
before when, as a young soldier from the Jura, he was posted to the Côte d’Or. During his
service there, he met his future wife, whose family, the Noellats, farmed vineyards. Gaston
married and stayed on to apprentice with his father-in-law in anticipation of continuing the family
work as vigneron. (A vigneron is literally a grape grower, but the spirit of the term encompasses
more than simply tending the vines; it is the management of the entire process of turning the
grape into wine.) He was a handsome man with a serious face rich with wrinkles that came not
from age but from working in the sun; and he had a low, subdued voice that made it all the more
difficult to understand some of what he was saying. My insecurity led me to see him then as a
taller person than he actually was. As time went on and our relationship flourished, I realized that
Gaston was clearly a shorter man than I.It was getting dark when we met in the courtyard of his



home under the dim light of a single bulb that hung over his doorway. In the early 1980s, the
French (as with so many of the Europeans) still had deeply felt fears that arose from the
economic depression of the 1930s followed by the experience of the war, and they tended to
manifest those worries by, for example, never turning on a light unless it was absolutely
essential. Electricity simply cost too much, so why should it be wasted? We exchanged the usual
pleasantries. I had developed a more or less set speech explaining who I was, where I was from,
what kind of business I was running. He listened, volunteered nothing about himself, and invited
me to follow him. As we made our way through the courtyard and descended into the first of his
numerous tiny cellars, I had to ramp up my senses, not only to prepare to taste but to stumble
along behind him without losing my footing when descending into a nearly hidden series of
cellars, the entries to which seemed to have been constructed for a people a good foot shorter
than I was. Already tired, I still felt a charge of the nervous energy that has been a reassuring
companion to me over the years.Here is where the Burgundy experience becomes interesting
and separates itself from the usual back-and-forth that is part of the buying and selling of things.
There is a well-thought-out etiquette for conducting a tasting that is designed to illuminate but at
the same time maintain a certain sense of mystery for the buyer. We taste first the young wines
from barrels and then the newly bottled wines from recent vintages. But the exercise occurs in a
partial vacuum. We know that we are in Burgundy, specifically in Chambolle-Musigny within the
Côte de Nuits, but exactly which wine is in each barrel or bottle remains somewhat less than
clear. Only the grower knows precisely what is in each barrel or what he may have decided to
bottle. The taster has a general sense of what the grower produces, but the intricacies of the
vineyard holding may not have been revealed.In this instance, we started with a Chambolle-
Musigny from the prior harvest, 1981, which was resting in barrel as it completed its passage
from recently fermented grape juice to finished wine. As I mentioned earlier, the Burgundians
have cobbled together their domaines piece by piece over time, and this wine bearing the name
of the village of Chambolle may well have come from grapes harvested from a row or two of
vines on the north side of the village, mixed in with grapes from vines planted in other parts of
the village or even, perhaps, from a better-known hillside vineyard that is used to upgrade the
eventual wine. Barthod informed me that we had a Chambolle-Musigny in our glasses but not
necessarily the Chambolle-Musigny. There might, in fact, have been several wines in the cellar
that could carry the same appellation but would be different in structure and taste. Which
specific site or sites produced this particular wine? He knew the details; I didn’t.In the world of
terroir the exact location of the vineyard is a critical factor. Most growers harvest their grapes
vineyard site by vineyard site, and frequently vinify each of those lots separately, sometimes
blending afterward, sometimes bottling a more precise cuvée. At this early stage of a tasting,
and in the very first moments of acquaintance, the details of the domaine and the habits of the
grower are often not clear. So as the wine is siphoned from the barrel and placed in the glass,
there are questions to be asked. If this sample is not from a specific site, from which parcels is it
composed? Or, in fact, is it from a more exalted vineyard position and the grower is not revealing



that fact? All of this is planned confusion, a setup if you will. It may not be thought out as a
scheme would be planned, but it is a constant theme in Burgundy, a habit developed over many
years, a good poker player’s attitude of not showing one’s cards until absolutely necessary,
because the one who knows always has the upper hand. Here, then, is the test. Is the
prospective buyer really good at what he or she does? Is that person who knocked on your door
a real professional who can read you and your wines? Because if that buyer doesn’t measure
up, the grower then has several options.At this particular moment in time, most of the
Burgundian growers were bottling a very small percentage of their wines and what was bottled
was sold to a limited number of individuals, perhaps a Swiss from Geneva or a prosperous
Belgian gourmand from Brussels. As I have already explained, a grower like Barthod normally
owns tiny parcels of vineyards spread throughout the commune, the result of making purchases
over a number of years or generations whenever vineyard property came up for sale and there
were a few sous in the bank. Each of these parcels would be harvested and vinified separately
as long as there was sufficient juice from the harvest to make a cuvée of reasonable size, that is,
enough to fill at least a few barrels. When the courtiers (brokers) working for the négociants
came along to taste and buy, Barthod and his colleagues would show those wines that they
wanted to sell and didn’t bother to present the small lots of the best stuff that would eventually
get bottled and sold to their handful of private clients. This was also a period when, under French
law, the better wines, namely the wines made from the premier cru and grand cru appellations,
bore a slightly higher tax. So there were multiple games being played: some growers declared to
the government smaller quantities than they actually made and then sold that “undeclared” wine
bottle by bottle for cash; others might declare some of the premier cru wine as village wine, pay
less tax, and then sell this “special” village wine at a higher price to the same clients particuliers
(private individuals, the retail clientele).The end game plays out as follows. A prospective buyer
shows up and tastes a few wines. Through a brief interrogation during the course of what
otherwise appears as a friendly encounter in the cave, the grower determines whether the visitor
is savvy enough to understand the difference between the better premier cru and the less
distinguished village wine; after all, both wines may be labeled or referred to similarly as village
wine. In the case under discussion, all I am supposed to know is that there are three different
Chambolle-Musignys. Which do I prefer? Barthod asks. If I make an obvious mistake and select
what is really the simple village wine and overlook the clearly superior nature of the premier cru
(and that evening I was shown wines from the very noble vineyards of Les Cras and Les Fuées,
both immediate neighbors of the exceptional grand cru Bonnes Mares), well, then, why shouldn’t
he sell me the village wine and save the better wines for someone who will appreciate them?
Because of this tradition of withholding information, Burgundians are frequently viewed as
dishonest. Burgundians had the reputation (and may still do) of sly traders always prepared to
take advantage of the buyer. I think that is unfair. Shrewd, yes; insular, most definitely; cautious
and occasionally cheap, okay; but aside from a few bad apples (and every professional group
has those), I would say they are steadfast, true, and very much on the up-and-up. The buyer is



getting what he or she prefers, and is asked to pay a price the fairness of which must be
assessed and then agreed to. In this system the buyer not only gets what he pays for but also
gets what he deserves.I can happily report that I performed well that night. The differences
among the wines were clear to me. I blistered Monsieur Barthod with inquiries to extract the
specifics about each wine and, having done so, managed to climb enough of the mountain to
get to the next important plateau. Our discussion became more energetic and detailed. Barthod
was impressed enough to continue his tutorial. We moved on to the graduate course work.By
this time we were deep into the nighttime hours. It was dark, it was damp, and the cold from the
succession of underground, ill-lit cellars through which we passed on our little tasting journey
(practically each cuvée was situated in a separate, virtually hidden, cellar, either out of necessity
or perhaps a choice made to stymie the taxman) had inexorably worked its way up through the
soles of my shoes to nestle deep inside my bones. I was terribly hungry, since lunch was an
indulgence for which I’d had no time (and I still frequently skip lunch when I am tasting in order to
cover as much ground and get in as much good conversation as possible during the day; so
much for the myth of the luxuriant life of the wine merchant). But the deal had not yet been
closed. Barthod, in fact, had not yet offered to sell anything to me. He knew at least that he had
hooked an interesting fish; now he wanted to find out how big and tasty it was.I was invited into
his home, which was almost as dark as his various cellars because, of course, no room was
lighted until we actually walked into it. It was close to 9:00 p.m. and Madame Barthod was
nowhere to be found. I was ushered into a room with a table and several chairs, a light was
switched on, and we sat down across from each other in order, I supposed at the time, to get to
know one another better. But, no, that was not quite the purpose yet. Barthod excused himself,
disappeared for a while, and returned bearing a dusty bottle filled with wine and, of course,
bearing no label. In Burgundy, as in most parts of France and Italy, wines are bottled and then
stored in the cellar under optimal temperature and humidity conditions. These conditions do not
allow the producer to label wines in advance of shipment because, with the high natural humidity
in the cellar, the labels would degrade rapidly. The cages or bins where the wines are stored are
carefully marked, and it is always a treat to look around the cellars and find stacks and piles of
older wines.Barthod then uncorked the bottle and poured glasses for himself and for me.
Nothing more was said. We conversed a bit, about what I can no longer remember. But my
hunger had gone, the cold in my body was a stimulus not a malady, and I was as alert as I have
ever been because I knew I was expected to tell him, at some point within the next several
minutes and before too much of the wine had been drunk, what wine he had poured for me. After
all, we had just spent several hours tasting a couple of vintages and most of the many
appellations that he produced. How good was my memory and how sharp my skills? This he
really wanted to know. Hopefully, there are moments in everyone’s life when all the elements
come together at one glorious intersection, not to create catastrophe but to fuse into a refined
competence. I was in that zone; call it the zen of wine tasting. I nodded at Barthod, gestured to
the glass, and queried, but as an assertion: Chambolle Village 1978?For the first time that



evening, the notion of a smile appeared behind his eyes. “No, Monsieur Rosenthal, not exactly, it
is a ’78 but it’s my Bourgogne Rouge from the Bon Batons vineyard.” You may think, what’s the
big deal? I was wrong. But the mistake was more on the order of a good chess move, sacrificing
a pawn to get at the queen. I had proved that I knew enough to determine the vintage and I threw
him a compliment at the same time, upgrading his Bourgogne one notch to the equivalent of a
village wine. It is important to understand that there is a hierarchy in Burgundy starting with the
generic Bourgogne (Rouge and Blanc), then moving to the village level, and continuing on to the
more exalted premier cru before arriving at the king of kings, the limited series of grand cru
vineyards that grace the most elite territory in the Côte d’Or. This carefully delineated system of
vineyard classification is everything to a Burgundian, the ultimate recognition and symbol of
terroir.I felt wonderful and would have been happy to have stopped there. But Barthod would
have none of that. He picked himself up again, marched out of the room, and returned a few
minutes later with another wine. This bottle shed string-like filaments of mold as he placed it on
the table. The cork was pulled, another two glasses filled, and the duel was on again. This time
there was extra excitement in the air quite literally because, as soon as the wine was poured, the
royal stink of red Burgundy exhaled from the glass. This is a multilayered aroma that can come
from nowhere else on this planet. It exists in its most vivid incarnation when the wine is produced
from the finest vineyard sites and is allowed to age for a decade or more. This smell, this
physical presence that brings the near-tactile sense of the sun, the sweet pollen of pinot noir, the
sap of the vine, the damp, leafy forest floor of the autumn season—it was all in that room that
night. I looked at the wine, at its fading red color, the very “burgundy” color. I tasted the wine, not
because I had to in order to tell Barthod my thoughts about origin and age but because I could
not resist. Great red Burgundy is irresistible. It draws you into its spell as a wily spider attracts its
prey into the web. We both reveled in the wine, and I made his day and mine when I blurted out:
“Chambolle-Charmes ’59!” This time my surmise was perfect to time and place. And the best
part of the whole scene was that Gaston Barthod was just as happy as I was. He had his partner
and I had mine.We worked together, vintage after vintage, never missing a year or a wine, for
almost twenty years until he passed away. He was an early mentor of mine. Madame Barthod,
who finally did appear that evening, became a warm and loving presence in my life, as has their
talented, sometimes exasperating, but always charming daughter, Ghislaine, who now tends the
vineyards, harvests the grapes, and makes the wine for this jewel of an estate. And, of course,
we now await the ascendance of Clément, Ghislaine’s son, in the hope that the family cycle that
is the foundation of Burgundy and of so many other wine-producing parts of the Old World will
continue.As a postscript to this little tale, you should know that when the time came to purchase
those first bottles of “village” Chambolle-Musigny, I bought both the Chambolle 1er Cru “Les
Cras” and the Chambolle 1er Cru “Les Fuées,” but since Barthod sold the wines as village wine
and had printed the label as only Chambolle-Musigny (without the vineyard designation), we
agreed to mark the outside of each box with either an F (for Fuées) or a C (for Cras) so that I
could differentiate the two upon their arrival in the United States. I still have a bottle or two of



each of those wines (from the 1980 vintage) in my cellar.THREETHE MYSTERY OF
CHAMBAVEChambave Rouge is a wine from the high Alpine slopes of the Valle d’Aosta, the
part of Italy that lies just beneath Mont Blanc, the highest peak in Europe. At its finest, it is an
idiosyncratic red wine of compelling character that smells of the wild flowers and herbs that
grace the Alpine passes and tastes of the wild berries that are also present in the hills
surrounding the vineyards. I don’t know if this wine is actually produced anymore. At least, I have
not seen or heard of an example entering the U.S. market for many years. We—that is,
Rosenthal Wine Merchant, the little importing company owned by me and my wife, Kerry
Madigan—imported this wine a few times at the outset of our days as wine merchants. As a
commercial project, this Chambave was of little importance due to the tiny quantities produced
and its anonymity, a wine unknown even to the cognoscenti; psychologically, however, it remains
a critical marker in our professional and personal evolution.In January 1980, I was beginning my
third year in the wine business, having set up a retail wine shop in late 1977 in the remnants of
my father’s original pharmacy located on the Upper East Side of Manhattan, a tony residential
quarter in New York City. I had fled a stagnating career as a lawyer specializing in the arcane
rules and regulations of corporate and international tax law, and, in a desperate attempt to
maintain some semblance of financial stability, I had purchased the remnants of my parents’
retail business, a neighborhood liquor store that stocked a few high-class wines for the landed
gentry in this most golden of quarters on the isle of Manhattan. The shop, a tiny cube on the
corner of Seventy-second Street and Lexington Avenue, had been a refuge for my parents as
they aged and retreated from the stress of running a busy apothecary with its old-style lunch
counter that stayed open from 6:00 a.m. to midnight. When I was in college, I used to wander in
on my frequent pilgrimages to the city, and it was in this shop that I first glimpsed the array of
place names that give identity to bottles of wine.Wine had no place at my family’s table. Mine
was a family the daily habits of which did not include alcoholic spirits, except for my father’s
occasional jigger of Scotch. To assemble the proper collection of wines for his store, my father
consulted with a salesman for one of the large liquor and wine distributors. Thus, the stock
included a smattering of classified growth Bordeaux, a wine from each of the important villages
in Burgundy, certainly a Côtes-du-Rhône, a Rosé from Tavel, and a number of whites from the
Loire, including a cheap and sweet Vouvray. There were also a few German wines for those who
needed something a bit sweeter, a Chianti, perhaps a Barolo, a collection of jug wines from
California, ports both cheap and dear, and other odds and ends that provided choice and
covered the then-known landscape of wine. Slim as the selection was, it was eye-opening and
held an instant fascination for me, as if an illiterate had entered a room where books with
evocative covers lay scattered about, ready to be picked up and read.I walked out of my law
office for the final time on August 31, 1977, and announced to my parents that I intended to
purchase their business and ease their way to retirement. I took a two-week sabbatical in the
Berkshire hills of western Massachusetts accompanied by several cases of wine and a bunch of
books on the subject. I returned with a scintilla of wine knowledge to manage the shop for a few



months before becoming the official owner as of January 1, 1978, a year that turned out to be a
marvelous vintage!The retail trade is an exhausting endeavor. The doors are always open and
the hours are long. The public is a demanding creature. And not only do you have to sell product,
but you also have to spend a good deal of time buying. Every retailer, no matter what the product
being sold, is visited by a never-ending parade of salespeople who need to convince that retailer
to buy their goods. It’s a time-consuming but necessary part of the business. The sales
representative can be a tragic figure or a romantic one. There are two lasting fictional images of
the classic salesman type that inform my vision: the tired, footsore, but determined Willy Loman
of Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman and the eternally optimistic, absurdly energetic character
played by Malcolm McDowell in the movie O Lucky Man. On a daily basis, an endless array of
characters appears to make the case for a particular wine, to present a great deal, to provide all
the reasons why you should buy his or her wares rather than those of the competitor. Among this
battalion of salespeople, several will stand out, either for the quality of their merchandise or for
the quality of their character; occasionally, both traits will appear in the same person.Early on,
and shortly after we had moved the store to more glamorous premises across the street, we
encountered a charming Italian fellow by the name of Nino Aita. He was the owner of a small
importing company that had a stunning group of producers as part of its portfolio. For example,
at that moment Nino’s company was the U.S. representative for the Domaine de la Romanée-
Conti, the most prestigious name in Burgundy. Nino was a handsome chap with a solid
command of the English language made all the more compelling by the accent he brought to his
pronunciation. It was with Nino that I made the trip to Chambave; ergo his appearance here. Nino
would visit us at the shop at least once a week. We constantly tasted wines together and,
although he had a lovely selection of French wines, his passion clearly resided in his Italian
portfolio. He was intent on making a name for several of the estates he represented, and despite
our status as the new kid on the block—a recent arrival on the New York wine scene with a great-
looking store and an empty bank account—he zeroed in on Rosenthal Wine Merchant as a fine
partner to help him reach his goal.Nino presented himself as a Piedmontese gentleman, but in
reality, he was a Neapolitan who, as it turned out, fit the stereotype of the scheming ne’er-do-well
from the south of Italy who made his way based on his charm and ability to lie with the ease and
comfort of a fine actor. He had married a beautiful, terribly timid woman from the town of Acqui
Terme in Piedmont and, through her family, established his Italian homestead there. Stateside,
he had acquired a mansion of sorts in the well-to-do bedroom community of Ridgewood, New
Jersey, where he kept a brace of magnificent pure-bred Saluki dogs and his Alfa Romeo car that
had been shipped from Italy secreted in the back of a container of wine. It is also where he
parked his three kids and Luciana, his wife, while he gallivanted around town spending money
that we later discovered he did not have. We have a marvelous memory of a grand dinner that
we attended at the Aitas’ home in Jersey one glorious autumn evening. A major New Jersey
retailer and his wife were also in attendance. Nino was in fine form, flanked at the door by his
noble dogs when the guests arrived, serving a wonderful Piedmontese-based repast (prepared



by Luciana with the assistance of a maid), all accompanied by older vintages of wines from
some of our newly favored producers. For us, new to the business of wine, this was a seduction
par excellence.
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Y. Teperman, “one of the essential core group of wine books.. Wine books form a somewhat
unique and heady non-fiction category in and of itself: they are in part a cultural history, in part
anthropology, in part a lesson in botany, and a travelogue mixed with personal remeniscences of
a memouir. Within the entire category resides a core group of about five exceptional books that I
see as an essential reading list that every wine enthusiast would benefit from reading.So,
please, feel free to know at this time that this particular book is one of those five foundational
wine books. It is also an important counter-balancing part to that "other" essential wine book by
Kermit Lynch "Adventures on the wine route".in a way, it would be most beneficial to read the two
books back-to-back. Yet, while both are similar in their narrative structure that sprinkles
merchant business travelogues with personal anecdotes and informal advice, their authors do
differ in their preferences for some particular wine-making regions, techniques, types of grape,
etc. Which is rather normal and to be expected as both authors seem to express their rather
particular characters.Importantly, both book come across as equally honest and genuinely heart-
felt in their opinions.So, if you like wine, do yourself a favor and read this book alone, or even
better, as a companion piece to the wonderful memoir by Kermit Lynch' "Adventures on the
Wine Route". Cheers!”

Dog Lover, “Enjoyable read for wine lovers. If you love wine you will enjoy the many short stories
contained in this book. They are stories of dark underground cellars and sunny afternoons in the
vineyards. It is sure to make you smile.”

S. Timko, “An interesting read. Neal Rosenthal has written a good book about his experience in
the wine business.Inevitably it's going to be compared to Kermit Lynch's "Adventures on the
Wine Route." That's the benchmark for wine books of this sort and I'm not sure anyone is going
to equal it. Lynch is a good story teller as well as being kind of a Lewis & Clark of U.S. wine
merchants, which gave him incredible stories to tell.One of Rosenthal's chapters is a direct
rebuttal to "Adventures on the Wine Route," where he discusses the problems of the wine seller
choosing the barrels of wine he's willing to sell.As far as complaints from other reviewers that
he's bitter or settling scores, I think Rosenthal is just telling the story as he experienced it. One
U.S. importer in particular seems to come across poorly. I've talked with three people who've
dealt with that importer directly or through intermediaries and except for his excellent portfolio
none had anything nice to say about him. So when Rosnthal writes bad things about him he's
just picking the low-hanging fruit.I want to try some of the wines that Rosenthal describes. I'm
still trying to track down some Chambave rouge and I've got a line on some white Burgundy.The
writing is awkward in places. That's as much a fault of the editor as it is Rosenthal. It really
seemed to slow down at the end. I got the feeling with the ending he ran out of gas and just
wanted to end the book.Also, he seems to be making the same pro-terroir argument several



times with slightly different arguments. It seems that could have been condensed.There's not
much mention of my two favorite Rosenthal imports, Foreau and Schleret. Maybe he didn't have
much to say. I'm glad someone is bringing them into the United States.But I liked the book and
would recommend it to anyone who loves wine.”

Leslie M. Ficcaglia, “A Voice That Needs to be Heard. I must have read a different book than the
one reviewed so unfavorably here, although the title and the author are the same. "Reflections of
a Wine Merchant" was exactly what I had hoped it would be when I bought the book for my
husband, the winemaker in the family. He found the book opinionated but dead-on right, and he
felt that it was about time that someone wrote to decry the industrialization of wine and the
homogenization of taste. When we have finally lost the ability to appreciate terroir or even the
opportunity to experience it, we will be all the poorer for it, and we can only hope that through the
efforts of people like Rosenthal that never happens.There are huge philosophical differences
among vintners and wine merchants about what constitutes good wine; my husband and I have
read quite a few books on the subject. My husband's methods are of the old school which lets
the grape speak for itself and turn into whatever it will become, whereas the newer school,
represented more by California, Chile, and Australia, wants a product that will be the same
across batches and regardless of the provenance of the grapes, and so they use
embellishments to enhance the wine in order to be able to sell it young and standardize the
product. What one prefers is a personal choice but it's important to recognize that there is a
difference.Rosenthal's descriptions of his interactions with vintners, positive and negative, were
fascinating and offered insights into both the sociology and the techniques of the ancient craft of
winemaking. I found his writing to be adept, descriptive, and on point. My granddaughter is
about to enter the sixth grade, and were she to express herself a third as well as Neal Rosenthal
does here, her teachers would be amazed and ecstatic. Please don't let the previous reviewers
discourage you from buying and reading this book, especially if you have an interest in
understanding the possibilities and potential of wine.”
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